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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Background
In 1987, the Arizona legislature began a process of establishing statewide goals for the

improvement of the state's educational system. A joint legislative committee developed specific
goals in the areas of student achievement, high school graduation ratc, and post-school
employment and college enrolhnent, which were enacted into law through S.B. 1327 (1988).
Recognizing that Arizona lacked thc baseline data necessary to measure progress toward these
goals, S.B. 1234 (1989) required thc Department of Education to develop a comprehensive
student assessment plan as the first step in the implementation of statewide goals.

As part of the comprehensive studcnt assessment plan, the Department was charged to work
with the Arizona Board of Regents and thc Arizona Statc Board of Directors for Community
Colleges to "develop a system for collection of data to provide information on progress toward
the post-school employment and college enrollment goal." The Department of Education
contracted with thc Morrison Institute for Public Policy to provide research related to this
mandate. Three primary research tasks were undertaken by Morrison Institute: 1) A series of
schematics dcpicting the general flow of student tracking/information systems were developed
and presented to the Department in March, 1990; 2) a synopsis of student data systems within
Arizona was compiled in a document entitled "Does Arizona Know Where Its Students Are?
Status of Student Data Systems in Arizona's (June, 1990); and 3) a national overview of local,
state, and national student data systems was completed and is presented in this report.

Research Methodology and Common Terminology
The Morrison Institute study of student data systems examined information from all 50 states

but emphasized states identified as leaders in the implementation of such sistems. In addition to
documcnt analysis, Morrison Institute researchers interviewed more than 60 individuals in 28
statcs from December 1989 through May 1990. Thc focus of the research was upon K-12 systems
and systcms following students from high school into higher education or employment, although
selected post-secondary systems were also studied.

One concern became apparent early in the researchthe lack of common terminology to
describe thc various types of student data systems. Duc in part to this confusion, the infrnt and
scope of the legislative mandate was unclear. Communication among personnel from various
Arizona institutions frequently was also unclear since different termswere utilized to describe the
same systcms. To overcome this problem, working definitions for the four primary types of
student data systems tudent identification, follow-up, tracking, and information systemswere
developed and the structure of this document was built around these systems. Distinguishing
characteristics for each system are listed below; a complete definition appears as an introduction
to the section in this report that analyzes each system:

1. ninstudugtelist assideinflgntiedcatotiallon sysstudetnetsms.

2. follow-up systems or studies -
system. .

- are characterized by lintels student idmtification

follow a sample of students beyotA an educational

3. tracking systems - using commonly defined data elements, tracks cohorts of students
over time within an educational system.



4. student information systems - contain commonlir-defined information on au students
Alibi an educational system, collected into student unit records. Student information
systems are the largest in scope of all four types of student data systems.

For each of these four primary student data systems, a general description, purposes,
implementation status of initiatives across the nation (including chart profiles with addition?!
details within the appendices), and an explanation of advantages and disadvantages. The report
also identifies key policy questions which Arizona needs to address as part of the decision-making
process mandated by S.B. 1234 (1989). Finally, six recommendations are presented to assist the
Department of Education in establishing a system which will meet the needs of Arizona's
students, educational institutions, and policy makers.

Student Identification Systems
The primary component of a comprehensive student data system is the assignment of a

unique student identification number to each student within the system. This document
identifies the general purposes of such a system, highlights nine states which utilize a student
identifier at the K-12 level, describes the primary design, and indicates implementation problems.

ks mandated by S.B. 1234 (1989), Arizona tr. ust decide if a state-level student identification
system is warranted. If the decision is affirmative, the report describes two primary options:
using the student's social security number, or assigning each student a unique number. Should
Arizona opt for a system using social security numbers, advantages would be to a wider range of
information, consistency in numbering from kindergarten through post-baccalaureate education,
lowered design costs, and a greater capability for tracking student information from one
computerized system to another. Disadvantages would include public concern over information
confidentiality and obtaining valid social security numbcrs for all students. By contrast, unique
identification numbering systems would allow for greater customizing of information but would
have more design problems and be less beneficial for tracking purposes.

Follow-up Studies and Systems
Follow-up studies or systems obtain information on what happens to a sample of students

once they have left a systcma primary mandate of S.B. 1234 (1989). Follow-up studics arc
usually one-time data collection efforts, while follow-up systems are continuous, on-going efforts
to establish exit information about students.

Both follow-up studies and systems use survey methodology and/or database matching to
obtain information on students who have left an educational institution. Surveys involve the
traditional process of contacting the students after they have left an educational system by phone
and/or mail. Database matching pairs information from one database with another through
"computers talking to computers." This document highlights the characteristics of 18 local,
state, and national follow-up studies or systems which use survey methodology and examines
eleven state follow-up studies or systems which use database matching.

The two means of collecting information about students who have left educational
institutionssurveys and database matchingboth have advantages and disadvantages. Surveys are
best suited for collecting qualitative information suchas perceptions and allow for the tailoring of
specific questions. However, surveys have been plagued by low response rates and their
effectiveness decreases drastically for longitudinal studies due to high student mobility. Lastly,
follow-up mailings and telephone calls are expensive.



In contrast, database matching is less paper-and-personnel-intensive than surveys, thereby
reducing the costs. It often provides 11101re reliable quantitative employment information and
works well for longitudinal fdlow-up systems since databases are usually maintained over time.
However, the information contained within databases is often limited, and comparison between
databases is hampered by inconsistent formatting and terminology. Lastly, privacy issues require
complex arrangements with state or federal agencies and may require enabling legislation to
allow matching.

Student Tracking Systems
Tracking systems monitor the longitudinal pngression of cohorts within an education

systemfrom grade to grade, school to school, district to district, and between educational
levelsaccording to an established set of rules and procedures. While follow-up studies and
systems focus totally upon studcnts who have exited a system, student tracking systems focus on
the student while they arc still within thc system. Eighteen local, state, national tracking systems
and inter-level information exchanges are examined within this document from which analyses
were drawn.

The major problem in implementing state-level tracking systems is thecurrent multiplicity of
unique institutional systemseach with its own record formats, types of computers, and data
definitions. Arriving at a conscnsus on both optional and required data elements is also a complex
issue. Advantages to establishing a state-level tracking system exist in that institutions would have
a comprehensive information base on cohorts of students within their system which could
evolve into a follow-up system when those students leave the system. Common data elements
would allow thc individual institutions and the state to compare behavior and performances of
sub-groups of students, enabling better decision making.

Four options for establishing a coherent student tracking system arc outlined in the paper. 1)
establish a state-level unit record system; 2) collect data through common unit record
information at the institutional level; 3) develop consortia of institutions; and 4) continue to
maintain institutional systems.

Student Information Systems
Studcnt information systems are the largest in scope of all student data systems. They allow

for the organization of individual information on all students within an educational system into
computerized student records. Student tracking and follow-up systems focus on targeted student
cohorts, while stutabioalonn stems include records of entire student migiosis.

Eight state-level K-12 and integrated student information systems are depicted, including
legislative mandates and system characteristics. Additional information on 15 other local, state
and national student information initiatives is presented in the appendix.

Technical problems, institutional resistance, student identification number decisions,
information security concerns, inconsistent data definitions, and high costs represent the many
disadvantages of implementing a state-level student information system. Advantages exist in that
institutions would be able to transfer student records morc efficiently; the state could know the
whereabouts of all students, many of whom now slip between the cracks; and better access to
information could improve decision-making both at the state and local level.



Essential Policy Quertions for Decision-makers
Thc following six policy questions need to bc addressed by all parties involved in the

development of a student data system for Arizona, especially if the intent is to develop a
comprehensive student information system. General analysis to assist the process is offered for
each within this document:

1. What are the primary purposes a the system?

2. Should the system be mandatory or voluntary?

3. Should the system encompass all grade levels?

4. Should the system specify definitions of all or just selected data elements?

5. Should thc system be integrated with other systems; e.g. staff and financial information?

6. Should control of the information be housed in a central mainframe computer on the
state level or should it be controlled more at the local level with processing done at
regional processing centers?

Recommendations
This document examines student identification, follow-up, tracking, and information systems

for the purpose of assisting the Department of Education to comply with S.B. 1234 (1989). This
research, coupled with information collected on the status of these systems across the nation and
in Arizona, serves as the basis for the six general recommendations that follow:

1. The terminology used in S.B. 1234 (1989) must be clarified.

2. A formal state-level task force should be established to work towards fulfilling the
requirements of S.B. 1234 (1989).

3. In designing a student identification system, it is recommended that the state use social
security numbers as the uniform student identifier.

4. When designing the state-level student information system the task force should
consider the following recommendations:

A. The scope of the system should be limited and the purposes of the system
clearly defmed.

B. The system should be mandatory.

C. The system should encompass all grade levels, but must be realistically
phased-in.

D. A standardized state data dictionary should be developed.

E. Initially, system design should be limited to student information only.

iv 7



F. Information should be relayed to thc state level at pre-determined intervals
thmugh regional processing centers. The system should be decentralized, with
information control residing at thc institutional level.

5. State-level funding should be secured to design, pilot, implement, and maintain the
decentralized studcnt information system. Funding should be provided for hardware and
software acquisitions, as well as for technical and training support.

6. The state shouid take all measures possible to assure the privacy and confidentiality of all
student information.
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INTRODUCIION1

Concern over the quality of education in the United States has translated into demands that
education systems be held accountable for the caliber of their productsthe students.
Policymakers are no longer content with counting student enrollment. Now, they wish to know
what students have learned and whether schools arc effectivel.; managing each student's
education.

Se 7021 forces reflect the increased requests for better and more complete student
information. Education must compete with other government services for dwindling funds.
Given the fiscal constraints under which state governments now operate, legislators question the
relationship between education funding and student participation in higher education,
achievement, and employment outcomes. In particular, legislators are clamoring for accurate data
about students with specific characteristicse.g., minorities, at-risk students, dropouts, and
vocational education studentsfor the purposes of planning and evaluating programs targeted
towards these groups.

To some extent, the availability of technology also contributes to the "accountability
movement." Recognizing that computers can be used for management, research, estimation, and
modeling leads the public to believe that student information should be easily retrievable. For this
reason, parents, students, educators, and government officials are frustrated by the lack of details
available on student learning outcomes. Increasingly, legislatures are allocating more monies
towards the technological improvements of state and local education systems for the purposes of
improving both management efficacy and the quality of student information. As in other states,
Arizona's desire for greater educational accountability produced a call for more and better
student information.

Passed in 1989, Senate Bill (S.B.) 1234 established statewide goals foi educational excellence
in Arizona. As part of this bill, the Atizona Department of Education, in cooperation with the
Arizona Board of Regents and the Arizona State Board of Directors for Community Colleges, is
requitcd to "develop a system for collection of data to provide information on progress toward
the post-school employment and college enrollment goal." Consideration is to be given to "the
use of a state student identification system to allow tracking of students as part of an assessment
program." These components are to be part ofa comprehensive assessment system v.,;iich also is
to measure progress in meeting the state goals for high school graduation and student
achievement at grades 3, 8, and 12.

The Arizona Department of Education contracted with the Morrison Institute for Public Policy
to provide research to assist the Department in meeting the mandates of S.B. 1234 (1989) related
to the post-school employment Ind college enrollment goal. The primary research objective was
to complete three aspects of this task: 1) develop a series of schematics to depict the general
flow of a school trackinWinformation system;2 2) a national overview of local, state, and national
student data systems, which is presented in this document; and 3) a review of the progress
within Arizona in regard to these types of student data systems, which is contained in a

1 Any item appearing in italics will be defined in a footnote In the section to which the term pertgns. Th,1
definitions will be for the purposes of this document only.

2 This product was presented to thc Arizona Department of Education in March 1990.
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companion document produced by Morrison Institute entitled "Does Arizona Know Where Its
Students Are? Status of Student Data Systems in Arizona".

This document highlights the characteristics, purposes, data elements, implementation status,
design options, ar i implementation problems of student identification, follow-up, tracking, and
information systems. As will be noted throughout the paper. these four systems used to collect
information on students have subtle differences. A definition of the terms used to describe the
four types of systems and a discussion of each system with examples from other states will be a
primary focus of this manuscript. Recommendations as to the path Arizona might pursue in
meeting the vequirements of S.B. 1234 (1989) are also included.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The Morrison Institute study of student data systems3 examined information from all 50
states but emphasized states identified as leaders in the implementation of student identification,
follow-up, tracking or information systcms. The focus of the research was upon K-12 systems and
systcms following students from high school. into higher education :2: employment, although
selected post-secondary systems were also studied.

As part of the investigation, Morrison Institute researchers interviewed more than 60
individuals in 28 states from December 1989 through Ma) 1990.4 Key personnel contacted by
telephone included staff from:

planning and evaluation,, research and testing, student information systems, and/or
vocational education diirisions of state departments of education;

state unemployment divisions and state occupational information coordinating
committees;

university and community college institutional research offices;

post-secondary education governing bodies; and

national organizations, e.g. Council of Chief State School Officers, and the National
Center for Education Statistics.

Materials obtained dir, ,tly from the 28 states were also reviewed. In addition, MotriFon
Institute conducted a search of Educational Research Information Clearinghouse (ERIC)
documents published since 1984.

In the course of the research, several limitations Icame apparent. Because many of the
student data systems were newly implemented or in pilot stages, information available was often
minimal. Identification of the kcy individuals in each state who might have appropriate
information on student data systems was difficult, thus the most knowledgeable person in the
state may not have been interviewed. A final concern was the lack of consistent definitions and
terminology.

3 student data systems - systems that contain information about Ondividual students. For the purposes of this
paper, student data systems will refer to student identification systems, student follow-up systems, student
tracking syste its, and student information systems.

4 Names of persons interviewed and materials referenced are found in the reference section beginning on page
47.



STUDENT DATA SYMMS - COMMON ThRMINOLOGY

During the interviews, it became apparent that a variety of terms were used to describe
similar systems. Since this document is intended to help the Department of Education develop a
stud...nt data system which may involve vast numbers of individuals and institutions, a major
focus was to establish common terminology fol use by all participants in the project.

In an attempt to distinguish each of the four primary types of student data systemsstudent
identification, follow-up, tracking, and information systemsworking definitions were developed,
and the structure of this document was built around these four systems. Since the distinctions are
not always discrete, the primary characteristic for each system is listed below while a complete
definition appears as an introduction to the section which describes that system:

1. student identification systems - are characterized by unique student identification
numbers assigned to all students.

2. follow-up systems or studies - follow a sample of students beyond an educational
s-ystem.

3. tracking systems - using commonly-defmed data elements track cohorts5 of students
over time within an educational system.

4. student information systems - contain commonly-defined information on 0 students
within an educational system, collected into student unit records. Student information
systems arc the largest in scope of all the types of student data systems.

Figure 1 demonstrates the mort common relationship among the different types of systems.
Student identification and tracking systems are often subsumed within larger student information
systems. Follow-up systems have the potential to be a part of the other three. While figure 1
illustrates the most common type of relationship, each of the four systems has stand-alone
potential. A state-level student identification system could be designed without establishing a

Figure 1

Student
Identification I Student Follow-Up System
System

Student Tracking System

Student Information Systems

5 cohorts - a group of individuals with shared characteristics; e.g., year of enrollment, age, or ethnicity.



state-level student information system. A state-level tracking system could be initiated without
instituting a follow-up system. However, it is very unlikely that either a state-level student
tracking or student information system would ever be implemented without first having a
state-level student identification system.

When making initial decisions regarding the appropriate system(s) for Arizona to implement
in response to S.B. 1234 (1989), it is important to better understand the distinctions among the
varicus types of student data systems and their relationships. The next sections of this document
will examine cach system in detail, offering illustrations and examples from across the nation.

STUDENT IDENTIFICATION SYSTEMS

student identification system: processes whereby each student is
assigned a uni ue number according to a pre-defined set of rules and
principles.

Description and Purposes of Student Indentification Systems
There are two models of student identification systems: those that use social security

numbers and those that use assigned student numbers. Community colleges and universities most
frequently use social security numbers. K-12 institutions most often use seven to twelve digit
assigned or computer-generated numbers.

For those systems not using social security numbers as identification numbers and for those
students whose social security numbers are unavailable, alternate number assignment procedures
are generally laid ota in great detail. The coding format of the student identification number is
highly specified as to length, field position within the student record, and school location
information. Also enumerated are the documents on which the student identification numbers
are to appear; e.g., entry and exit papers, transcripts, permanent records, test results, and college
admissions applications. These numbers are most often assigned permanently upon a student's
initial entry into school.

Unique student numbers enable the organization of all information about an individual
student into a single record. Without a commonality in numbering schemes, information about
an individual student can be lost as a student transfers between schools and progresses through
an education system. In a sense, state-level student identification systems are often precursors to
state-level student tracking, database matching follow-up systems, and student information
systems. Without uniform numbering systems, the ability to track students, follow them beyond
high school and aggregate or disaggregate information for analysis is limited.

Implementation Status of Student Identification Systems
While numerous student identification systems exist on institutional levels, the focus of the

Morrison Institute study was on state-level systems. Table 1 summarizes the state-level
identification systems identified in the course of the study. To date, no state has fully
implemented a uniform student identification system encompassing kindergarten through
graduate education.



Table 1
State Level Student Identification Systems

Identifier Used States, Education Level, Year of Implementation

Social security number K-12:
North Cam lina (1984), Texas (1990)

Postsecomisity:
Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Maryland (1976),
Minnesota (1983), Oklahoma (1980), Tcnncsscc (1981), Texas

Unique identification number K-12:
Florida (1987),* Georgia (1979), Ncw York (1990), South
Carolina (1980), Utah (1984), Virginia (1990), Washington
(1979)

*Although Florida uses unique identification numbers on the K-12 level, there is a field in the student record for a
social security number. The K-12 Florida student number is also required on all college and university
applications.

Student Identification SystemsDesign and Implementation Problems
The relatively small number of states that have executed state-level student identification

systems can be attributcd to several factors. Consensus as to the structure and format of a state
student identification number is difficult to achieve, given the myriad of local school systems in
existenceeach using its own numbering systems.

Because of the multiplicity of local systems, costs of designing and implementing state-level
systems arc often high. For example, a 1986 study gauged that implemertation of a statewide
uniform student identification system for over five million California students might cost between
$673,000 and $911,000, with annual operating costs of almost $400,000. (7)

Another reason for the slow implementation of student identification systems has been
confusion regarding which identification system to usesocial security number or assigned
number. While social security numbers seem a logical option for a student identification system,
there has been a reluctance to use this number because of the perception that privacy and
confidentiality of individuals could potentially be compromised. However, legal analyses have
revealed that if states obtain consent for use of any collected information or guarantee anonymity
by using,such information in aggregate form, using social security numbers is not legally a
problem.u(42)

Student IdentUlcation System Options
As mandated by S.B. 1234 (1989), Arizona must decide if a state-level student identification

system is warranted. Should Arizona opt for a system using social security numbers, advantages

6 Cedain conditions must be met in order for use of social security numbers to be legal Submission must be
on a voluntary basis. Consent must either be obtained or the information used as "aggregate statistical data
without any personal identifiers."

1 6
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would bc access to a wider range of information, consistency in numbering from kindergarten
through post-baccalaureate education, lower design costs, and a greater capability for tracking
student information from one computerized system to another. Disadvantages would include
public concern over information confidentiality and obtaining valid social security numbers for all
students.7 Unique identification numbering systems would allow br greater customizing of
information but would have more design problems and be less beneficial for tracking purposes.
Table 2 recapitulates the advantages and disadvantages of each type of student identification
system.

Table 2
Pros and Cons of Student Identification Systems

Advantages Disadvantages

Social
security
number

Access to statc and national databases
Already uscd on post-secondary level
Easily memorized
Every child Will bc required to have one
Lower administrative costs because
design and implementation of numbering
system would be minimal

Concern with security/confidentiality of
information
Not uniformly available
Requires passage of legislation to ensure
confidentiality of information

fre Submission is currently voluntary only;
would need federal legislation change to
make mandatory
Undocumented aliens and others who
arc concerned they may be identified
through social security numbers might
not scnd children to school
Hard to verify validity of numbcr

Unique Ability to build in sub-identification Could result in duplication of numbers
identifier codes, c.g., school location, address Hard to track past high school

Less appearance of "Big Brother" Permanency of number issucdhow long
to wait before reactivating number once
student leaves systcm
If implemented on a statewide basis,
would need enabling legislation or a state
board of education rulc requiring the use
of the number

7 Federal law states that submission of socbl security numbers is voluntary.
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FOLLOW-UP STUDIES AND SYSTEMS

follow-up study: processes involving surveys or database matching
whereby students are followed Watt.' an educational system or
training program, usually as a single data collection effort.

follow-up system: processes involving surveys or database matching
whereby students are followed beyond an educational system or
training program, using established rules and procedures for mgoing
collection of Wormation.

In addition to finding a way to identify individual student records, statcs are interested in
what happcns to studeats who have dropped out or received a diploma, certificate, or degree.
Follow-up studies are usually one-time data collection efforts to determine what happens to
students who have left schoolwhether they enroll in higher education, enter the labor force, or
join the military. In contrast, follow-up systems are continuous, ongoing attempts to establish exit
information about students.

Follow-up studies and systems most often use survey methodology and/or database matching
to answer questions about the impact an educational system may have upon students. The
advantages and disadvantages of survey methodology versus database matching will be examined,
subsequent to a brief description of the characteristics, purposes, and types of information /
collected through each method.

Follow-Up SurveysDescriptiott, Purposes, and Types of Information Collected
Over the last twenty years., thc federal government and numerous states and localities have

conducted follow-up surveys* of students, employers, educators, and parents. In some cascs,
surveys were prompted by legislative requirements; e.g. compliance with federal statutes
mandating information about vocational completers and leavers. In other instances, surveys were
undertaken for the purposes of program or institutional evaluation and planning.

Many types of student follow-up data are collected through surveys. An individual student's
sex, ethnicity, training program, full or part-time community college or university enrollment, full
or part-time employment status, wages earned, and employment in a field related to training arc
among the types of information gathered by surveys. Feedback information about individual
programsi.e., ratings of the quality of academic or vocational preparation received and changes
that might be made to improve school experiencesare also obtained from employer and student
surveys. Comparative databetween actual and projected educational goals or contrasts among
students with different educational backgroundsare also extracted from surveys.

Follow-Up SurveysSystem Characteristics and Implementation Status
Table 3 highlights the characteristics of 18 local, state, and national follow-up studies or

systems using survey methodology as identified through a search of Education Research
Information Clearinghouse (ERIC) documents from 1984 through 1990. More details about the
eighteen studics and systems featured in Table 3 can be found in Appendix A.

8 follow-up survtys - collecting information by questionnaire.



Among the commonalities in the studies and systems featured in Table 3 were:

All of them surveyed students.

Sampling was the most common selection method.

Most used mail surveys, supplemented by follow-up mailings or telephone calls.

The majority collected information within one year after a student had left the
educational system.

Most uscd schools or districts as the agents conducting the surveys.

The majority (16 out of 18) examined all students exiting an educational system; e.g.
general track, general education diploma (GED), and vocational. The remaining two
studies/systems focused upon vocational education completers or leavers.

Table 3
Follow-Up Studies and Systems: Surveys

Studies Systems

Local State National Local State
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Table 3 (Con't)
Follow-Up Idles and Systems: Surveys

JIMMINIMMIL

Studies Systems

Local State National Local State

Ecatutcs

6
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i

rt40
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1

I
I
1 3

t
i
I
r4 -I

1
N

1 I
i

I
g..

Students Studiett

All tt ii I //II/ / ti si iiii/I
Vocational
Education ir i

Types of
Wormation

Demographic ti /././././././ ti .1 I/ / /
Education
Outcomes //V.,/ it/ ti tititittli / ii

Employment
Outcomes

/ If / / / II/ / ti tiliti/titittli
Pemeptions/Opinions ././././././././.1 ti ii st tof ti 1 ti

Goals / ti st st i
Miscellaneous* / / Iii t4 Iii to#

Conducted as. A A A 3 A A A A A

Response
Rate(%)t 74 92 35 49 97 30 32 90 - 82 - 62 45 31 70

'Special needs, el gibility for college enrollment, training program.
""A" means annual. "3" means conducted every 3 years.
t Response rate for the given year/years for which the program information WAS reviewed.

Morrison Institute for Public Policy
June 1990
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Most collected some demographic information and information about higher
education and employment outcomes.

Response rates were not consistent among either follow-up studies or follow-up
systems.

Comprehensive follow-up systems were more likely to survey total populations than
were follow-up studics.

Thc amount of time elapsed between the time a student left a system and the time that
student was surveyed varied. Two of thc follow-up studies were single survey efforts,
with data collected from 6 months to 3 ycars aftcr gr2duation. Seven of the follow-up
studics were longitudinal, with information collected from 6 months to 10 years.

Follow-up systems most often collected information six months or one year
subsequent to a student's leaving school. With the exception of Hawaiiwhich
collects information every 3 yearsmost systems collected information on an annual
basis.

Perceptual and goal-orientation information was more likely to be collected in a
follow-up study than in a follow-up system.

Database MatchingDescription, Purposes, and Types of Information Collected
In addition to survey methodology, other states use existing databasese.g., unemployment

insurance, incomc tax, military, and university enrollment recordsto collect information on
studcnt employment and education-related outcomcs. Database matching9 is a way of pairing
information from onc database with another through "computers talking to computers."
Information storcd on magnetic tapes is "matched" using a common linking numbcr, usually a
social security number. In somc cases, special computer programs arc written to enable
comparisons of data between databases with different formats.

Database matchhg follow-up studies and systems are used most often to produce
employment histories of former studentse.g., a student's industry of employment, size of the
firm in which they are employed, changes in wages, work location, numbcr of weeks worked,
and whether a student has worked more than one job. These studies or systems arc oftcn
initiated for the purpose of determining thc placement, completion, or wage ratcs of targeted
groups of studentse.g. vocational cducation students, women, minorities, economically
disadvantaged, or handicappedwho have graduated from specific types of training programs. In
addition to program planning and evaluation, database matching is used for thc purpose of trend
analysisto predict occupational supply and demand, learn about college enrollment patterns,
and determine job mobility within a statc. In some cases, information on college enrollment,
types of college courses taken, and the relationship of college majors to previous studies are
available by matching high school records with university or community college files.

Database MatchingSystem Characteristics and Implementation Status
Appenlix B contains detailed information about the database matching studies and systems

analyzed by Morrison Institute. For example, Colorado has started longitudinally tracking

9 database matching followv systems - a system that uses a unique student identifier, e.g. a social security
number, to match individual student records with information occurring in one or more other databases.
Information olXalned from the multipk databases is extracted and placed in a new, combined studcnt rccord
file. The U.S. Office of Management and Budget defines matching as "computerized procedures used to ...
compare two or more automated systems of records or a system of records with a set of non-federal records
to find individuals who are common to more than one system or set."(15)

11
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community college graduates by matching community college records with university enrollment
and unemployment insurance records. Florida is the only state with a state-supported ongoing
database matching follow-up systcm which matches student records with university enrollment
files, state employment records, unemployment insurance records both in and out-of-state, and
civilian and military federal personnel files.

Table 4 summarizes thc eleven database matching follow-up studies/systems analyzed for this
study. Common characteristics of both database matching studies and database matching systems
extracted from Table 4 include:

Thc populations followed were mostly individuals who had participated in
occupational training programs.

The majority of individuals studied were on the post-secondary level. Secondary
vocational education students were thc only students pursued from the high school

Most database matching studies/systems used unemployment insurance records.

All database matching studies/systems collected wage information.

Thc eleven database matching studies/systems examined by Morrison Institute found
between 58% and 100% of their targeted populations.

All of thc database matching studies/systems were initiated since 1983. Five of them
were started since 1989.

Costs varied widely, depending upon the number of individuals followed.

Database matching systems were administered primarily by state employment
divisions. In contrast, database matching studies were mostly undertaken by
consultants or universities.

Most of thc database matching follow-up systems were longitudinal in nature.

Only three database matching systems were mandated by state law.



Table 4
State Follow-Up Studies and Systems: Database Matching

Studies Systems

Chaimactistica

Population Followed°

Secondary Vocational
Education if ti I, ti

Postsecondary Vocational
Education If ti ti i ti

Community College / / / / /
Job Training Partnership
Act (JTPA) t,./ / ti

Miscellaneous"
,

/ ti ti if
State Mandates No No No No No Ycs No Ycs No Yes No

Study/System Starting Date 1985 1983 1987 1988 1989 1986 1989 1984 1990 1990 1990

Costs?' Olsousands) 70 - 50 - 50 320 - 317 100 130 10

Data Collected Aitken*

6 months ti ti
1 year / t, ti .,./ ./ ti
2 years ti ti if ti / /
3 years / of / si

4 years sf / /
5 years st 6/

*students who have kft a training or education system.
**E.g., state residents, dropout prevention, adult education, corrections, high school graduates, training programs.
IFor studies, costs refer to total study costs. For systems, costs refer to annual appropriations or operating costs.
*Months/years after a student has kft a training or education system.



Table 4 (Con't)
State Follow-up Studies and Systems: Database Matching

Studies Systems

Chasmacrigica i g 1 I
Number of Subjects
(thousamis) 17 - 42 20 16 310 4 195 100 2 11

Types of Wormation:

Demographic if 1 ti If If / 11, ti ti /
Family of

Institution si si
Financial

Completion
.._

It si /
Vocational t, ti if
Special Program / of si
Employment:

Occupatior lit

Wages ti si ti I( of / / / */ si of

Location il 1 of lit il
Military /
Status / */ si of of I/ */ si of si /

'For studies, refers to number of subjects studied. For system, refers to number of oubjects followed on a one-year basis
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Table 4 (Con't)
State Follow-up Studies and Systems: Database Matching

Studies Systems

claracteristica

g1111I
a
1

i
A1311g-1

13

.1 LI,

Databases Matched:

Unemployment Insuran ill / / / ti / / / /
Income tax / / /
Federal/State /
Higher Education If ti

Project Management

Department of Education /
Postsecondary Education
Governing Body si

State Employment
Division / / / /
University i t, 4/

Other / ti
Percentage of persons
found through matching
process*

62 ss 100 Pilot 81,70 100 66 75 Pilot 80 Pilot

'For studies, percentage of persons found is pertinent to the year in which a study was first conducted and the particular
database employed. For exampk, in Wisconsin, 81% of the 1983 graduates were found when student records were
matched with 1985 state income tax records; 70% were found when the same student records were matched with 1988
state unemployment insurance records.

For systems, number of persons found refers to the average number found each year through the matching process.
For exampk, Florida is able to find 75% of the names submitted by matching subject records with numerous state and
national databases. Oregon finds 80% of community college graduate names submitted in unemployment insurance files.

Morrison Institute for Public Policy
June 1990
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Follow-up Systems Options
The two means of collecting information about students who have left educational

systemssurveys and database matchingboth have advantages and disadvantages which must be
weighed whcn determining the best follow-up system for Arizona. As is illustrated in Table 5,
follow-up studies/systems using survey methodology are best suited for collecting qualitative
information; e.g. answering questions regarding student perceptions of educational experiences
or employer opinions of student performance. Surveys allow for the tailoring of questions
targeted at specific populations.

Table 5
Follow-Up Sutveys Versus Database Matching

Advantages Disadvantages

Surveys Good at providing qualitative information
Allow for questions designed for specific
populations
Better able to collect opinion/perceptual
information from studcnts and employers

Often have poor rcsponsc rates
Data received often is inconsistent or has
incomplete information
Extremely expensive
Not as good for longitudinal studies because
of thc difficulties of locating individuals over
tim-

Database
Matching

Good at collecting quantitative information
Databases contain standardized, reliable
placement information; c.g., unemploym:nt
insurance records
Good for collecting information on wagcs,
dividends, and interest information; c.g.,
income tax records
With thc exception of incomc tax record
studies which use aggregate; information,
database matching enhances thc ability to
track individual students over time
Requires less paperwork and personnel than
surveys
Allows for tracking of population subgroups,
c.g., vocational education studcnts
Captures point-in-time snapshots of
information

Single databases do not contain information
about all individuals. For example,
unemployment insurance records lack
information about:
-occupations
-hourly wages
-self-employed or commissioncd persons
-people employed out-of-state

state, and federal
-employees
-incarcerated or institutionalized individuals
-highcr education enrolL lent
Hard to safeguard security of information
Cannot capture information about persons
with missing or invalid social security
numbers
Cannot capture placement information if
program codcs arc missing or invalid
Difficult to arrange matching procedures
with state and federal agencies
Databases have difficult formats and data
definitions
Databases do not always have current,
up-to-date information
Hard to determine which agcncy will control
thc matching proccss

Morrison Institute for Public Policy
June 1990



However, the survey method has been traditionally plagued by low response rates. Once
students leave school, locating them is always problematic. For longitudinal studies, student
mobility hampers data collection efforts even more. Follow-up mailings and telephone calls to
increase responsesand thc manpower and materials nccdcd to conduct a surveymake survey
methodology extremely expensive. A final disadvantage of surveys is that information returned is
oftcn incomplete or inconsistent.

In contrast, database matching has several advantages. Because computer matching is less
paper-and-personnel-intensive than surveys, costs are significantly lower. Database matching
often provides more reliable quantitative employment information than does survey
methodology. Bccausc databases contain information collected over thnc, longitudinal tracking of
student performance is usually possible. Finally, database matching allows for point-in-time
snapshots of targeted student populations.

Database matching studies and systems arc not without their limitations, however. Databases
do not always contain all the follow-up information desired, necessitating accessing multiple
databases to obtain desired information. Comparison between databases is not always possible,
due to conflicting data formats or inconsistent data definitions. Databases do not solve the
problem of incomplete information, as social security numbers and program codes are often
invalid or missing. As many of thc databases contain confidential income information, database
matching usually requires complex arrangements with state or federal agencies and may require
enabling legislation to allow matching. Another concern is that information containcd in
databases is not always current. A final problem is jurisdictionalwhich state agency will actually
have the responsibility for conducting the database match and controlling the data.
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STUDESTrTRACKING SYSTEMS

Student tracking system: processes to monitor the longitudinal
progression of cohorts of students within an educational systemfrom
grade to grade, school to school, district to district, and be.."veen
educational levels (elementary to Junior high to high school to college
or university)according to an established set of ndes and procedures.

Description and Purposes of Student Tracking Systems
The third type of studcnt data systems are student tracking systems. While follow-up studies

and systems focus totally upon students who have exited educational systems or training
programs, a student tracking system's primary emphasis is upon following students while they
are still involved in educational endeavors. Collecting information about student outcomes once
they have left an institution (a student follow-up system), may become an extension of a student
tracking system.

According to Peter Ewell, an expert on the subject of student tracking systems, the basic
features of a student tracking system are that it is:

1. "based on unit record information on student characteristics, enrolhnent, and
performance;

2. intended to provide management information, not to replice existing student records
systems;

3. based on a 'cohort methodology of longitudinal recordkeeping; and

4. implemented on a departmental, school, institutional or statewide basis." (14)

Tracking systems are used to monitor students' horizontal and vertical progression over time
through an education system. Student tracking systems are ways of organizing data that already
have been collected in a different form in order to:

diagnose, monitor, and remedy student problems before they become chronic;

keep a historical record of student performance and, in some cases, compare in-school
and post-school performance data;

organize existing student data to allow for either program or institutional evaluation;
and

keep track of remediation, retention, and transfer behaviors.

Types of Information Collected in Student Tracking Systems
Tracking systems capture permanent or semi-permanent information such as age, gender,

ethnic origin and citizenship, admission dates and status, program or major and academic track,
last school attended, promotion or retention status, diploma or certificate received, grade point
average and test scores. Variable academic or course information that changes from semester to
semester are also data elements of interest to tracking systemse.g. credit hours
attempted/completed; courses attempted/completed; current major or program; grade point

18



average; types of courscs; and degrees, diplomas, or certificates awarded. Optional follow-up
elements might include transfer information, new programs of study, additional degrees
obtaincd, employment status and wages, and employer ratings of student skill levels. Regardless
of the individual data elements selected, a state-level student tracking system is based upon the
premise that the information requested probably exists in a disaggregated form somewhere on
the institutional level.

Student Tracking System Characteristics and Implementation Status
Appendix C describcs several local, state, and national student tracking systems. Tabular

representations of the research were not possible, given that many of the systems had not been
fully implemented and details were sketchy at the time of this study. Among the systems detailed
in Appendix C are:

a Pinrllas County, Florida, system to track 1988/89 kindergarten students for thirteen
years;

K-12 special education tracking systems in California, Illinois, Pennsylvania,
Tennessee, and Wyoming;

a dropout-tracking system being piloted by five Florida K-12 districts in 1990;

a longitudinal database established by the University of California System in 1982 to
measure the retention and persistence of entering students;

the Association of Learning Assistant Directors in Community Colleges (LARC) and
the Texas Longitudinal Student Tracking and Reporting System (LONESTAR) systems
to track remedial education students. The LONESTAR system also looks at student
progress in non-remedial courses and advancement towards degree completion for
studcnts seeking degrees;

a national systemthe Migrant Student Record Transfer Systemestablished in 1969 to
track children of migrant workers; and

a description of the inter-level information exchanges in Hawaii, North Carolina, South
Carolina, and Texas in which community colleges and universities are required to
report the academic performance of entering college freshmen or transfer students
back to the schools they last attended.

Student Tracking SystemsDesign and Implementation Problems
The major problem that exists in implementing state-level tracking systems is the multiplicity

of systemseach with its own record formats, types of computer software/hardware, and data
dermitions. This concern is compounded when a tracking system attempts to track students
between educational levels, as systcms designed to meet the needs of a K-12 institution are not
necessarily the same as those of post-secondary systems designs. Because of data translation
problems, one of the major steps in developing a state-level student tracking system has often
been to develop standardized data definitions, transcripts, and record formats across a state.
Arriving at a consensus on which data elements are required and which ones are optional is also a
complex issue.

How often to establish cohort groups and the length of time each cohort will be tracked are
two other issues encountered in tracking system design. Post-secondary institutions most often
track students from 5 to 7 years, which means that follow-up systems are often incorporated
within tracking systems. (14) No precedent has been established as to how long to track high
school students. Computer storage capacity and expenses are frequently determining factors in
deciding how long students will be tracked.



Advantages of Implementing a State-level Student Tracking System.
Despite all the difficulties of implementing state-level tracking systems, there are advantages

to doing so. A state-lcvel tracking system can extend the capabilities of small schools, colleges,
and universities without research units. By organizing existing information in new ways,
state-level tracking systems have the capacity to compare behavior and performances of
sub-groups of students. Finally, student tracking systems enable trend analysis for better
decisionmaking on both state and institutional levels.

Student Tracking System Options
Although Peter Ewell's work has focused primarily on post-secondary student tracking, Ewell

has identified four options for implementing a state-level tracking system. The four choices
identified below range on a continuum from being totally prescribed to entirely voluntary in
nature. These options should be considered in deciding how best to meet the requirements of
S.B. 1234 (1989).12

1. b.tIMsb_asme-level_mu_unitcord stem. The state-level unit record system would be
housed in a central location and its primary function would bc to collect data from all
appropriate institutions across the state. Information would be transmitted from
individual institutions in highly specified format. Most data elements would be required
by statute and would have been commonly defined. Examples: Florida and New Jersey.

2. Collect data throuvl common unit mg:1rd information at the institutional level. Each
institution woartave its own unit record system, but all would be organized in a
similar fashion with commonly-defined data elements. Information control would be on
the institutional level, with data forwarded to the state for periodic analysis. Examples:
Colorado, Hawaii, Tennessee Minority Achievement.

3. Develop consortia of institutions. Institutions would share information on a voluntary
basis in order to meet state reporting requirements. Each institution would have its own
system, but would agree upon common data definitions, software, and methodology for
reporting purposes. Examples: Texas (Lonestar), California (LARC).

4. Continue to maintain institutional wstems. Each institution would have its own system
and would submit its own reports to the state. Examples: most states. (14)

12 Thc examples of the states given are post-secondary systems.
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STUMM INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Student iqformation systems: processes that allow for the organization
of individual information on a students within an educational system
into computerized student unit records

Description and Purposes of Student Information Systems
While state-level student information systems are similar to tracking systems in their attempt

to more efficiently organizc and analyze data, student information systems are larger in scope.
Student tracking systems focus on targeted student cohorts, while studcnt information systcms
include records of entire student populations. Student information systems most often
concentrate upon a particular educational segmentK-12, community college, or university.
Finally, student information systems arc often part of larger education management information
systems that include financial and personnel data.

On the state level, student information systems serve several purposes, as illustrated in Table
6 on the next page. Student tracking, research and analysis, improved reporting of data, and data
consistency/compatibility were among the purposes of state-level student information systems
identified by Morrison Institute.

On the institutional level, student information systems are most often used for managerial
functionse.g., student scheduling, attendance and grade reporting, and report card production.
Other institutional uses of student information systems include research, reporting, and
forecasting.

Both the Morrison Institute study and a 1988 California study (6) found that the main reason
for implementing state-level student information systems was to improve student recordkeeping
functions. The California study postulated that the extreme expense of implementing a student
information system that collected comprehensive data on each student within the system could
not bc justified on a policy analysis/ decision making basis alone.

Data Elements Used in Student Information Systems
Data elements in state-level student information systems vary, depending upon the use and

purpose of the system. For example, health records and student test scores arc of greater import
to 1(-12 student information systems. Admissions and financial aid information have greater
meaning on the post-secondary level. Elements common to both secondary and post-secondary
systems studied included student identification numbers, name, sex, ethnicity, birthdatc, and
institution name and location. Course-related and completion information were collected by most
of the state-level student information systems studied. Appendix E lists some of the specific data
elements included in state-level student information systems.

Implementation Status of Student Information Systems
Table 7 on page 23 summarizes the implementation status of student information systems in

the 22 states interviewed by Morrison Institute.13

13 Personnel from a total of 28 states were interviewed. Personnel in Indiana, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska,
Nevada, and Oregon were interviewed only regarding follow-up systems.
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Table 6
Purposes of State-Level Student Information Systems

K-12 Integrate&

Charactcristka

I
I
I

Accountability/Recordkeeping si ti st I/
Reduction of local data burden / /
Improve reporting procedures ./
Audit/review of data for accuracy

Improve compatibility
between systems i of

Flexible use of information
for analysis si si /
Track dropouts of ii
Serve local
management/information needs ./ ti i
Central database of facts about
public education i
Program planning I/
Transfer of student records
in timely fashion

*Kindergarten through post-baccalaureate student information system.
Morrison Instkute for Public Policy

June 1990
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Table 7
Implementation Status of State-Level Student Information Systems

State K-12 Post-secondarr Integrated

California No No No

Colorado No Yes No

Connecticut No Yes No

Florida Yes Yes Ycs

Georgia Pilot Pilot Pilot

Hawaii No No No

Illinois No No No

Kentucky No No No

Maryland No Ycs No

Michigan No No No

Minnesota No Ycs No

New York pilot No No

North Carolina Ycs Unknown No

Ohio No Unknown No

Oklahoma No Ycs No

Pennsylvania No Unknown No

South Carolina Ycs No No

Tennessee No Yes No

Texas Ycs Ycs No

Utah Yes No No

Virginia Planning Unknown No

Washington Yes No No

'Information about California, Cobrado, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, and Michigan postsecondary
systems were obtained fmm Morrison institute interviews. Information on remaining postsecondary
systems comes from A Comprehensive Student Information System. (6)



The Morrison Institute research findings paralleled the results of a 1988 survey of 49 states
and Washington, D.C., conducted by thc California Post-secondary Commission. Both studies
found that no state had tried to develop a student information system concurrently in both K-12
and post-secondary cducation systems. Student information systems were most oftcn phased-in
on thc post-secondary level first, the Florida system being the exception. (6)

Characteristics of Student Information Systems
Many of thc state-level K-12 and/or integrated student information systems were formed in

response to legislative mandates (Fable 8). Only two states in the Morrison Institute study
voluntarily implemented K-12 student information systcms. Post-secondary systems were most
often formed in response to state and federal reporting requirements. Table 8 "identihes" those
states within which systcms wcrc mandated and thc various components required by law. Table
9 on the next page lists somc of thc additional features of state-level student information systems.

Table 8
Legislated State Mandates

K-12 Integrated
. 0

o
re

I
1;
P

Td

None If ti
Student identification
system ii

_

Student information system

Comprehensive
management information
systems

1/

Common transcripts"

Electronic records
transfer"'

Data analysis, review,
auditing, and reporting

Dropout tracking / I
'Comprehensive management information system - a computerized system containing not only student data
but also staff and fiscal information.
"common transcript - a tnmscript in which the ordering of the student information and the definitions of data
elements, e.g., course information, are standardized throughout the educational system.
"'electronic records transfer - transmission of student information via telephone lines rather than by paper
documents, diskette, or tape records.
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Table 9
Characteristics of Student Information Systems

K12 Integrated

4
0

le

2;
IS

Common transcript I/ / i
Common permanent student
record I/

Electronic records transfer
(stay!. reporting) i /
Electronic records transfer
(interdistrict) I/ i I/

Magnetic tape exchanges

Hardware/software (specified)

Hardware/software (discretion)

Rcquired state data elements,
(coding, format, length
definition specified)

I/ I/

Common data definitions I/ I/

Social security number II il I/
Unique identification number

Integration with other
management information, e.g.
staff/financial

ti il / of

Relational database management
system /
Regional data processing centers
(number) 20 - - 4 4

Participating districts 730 134 - 254 40 272 67 186

Morrison Institute for Public Policy
June 1990
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While student information systems varied from state to state, certain characteristics were
fairly common to each. Most of the systems processed information at the regional level, with
from 4 to 20 data centers handling information funnelled from individual institutions." At
predetermined survey periods, selected student information was submitted by electronic
transmission, magnetic tape, diskette, or paper. Upon completion of the data analysis, student
progrcss reports were sent back to original institutions and forwarded to the state.

Other Activities in Addition to State-Level Student Information Systems
General system characteristics of state-level student information systems in Florida, Georgia,

New York, North Carolina, South Carolina, Texas, Utah, and Washington have been featured in
the preceding sections. Appendix D provides a greater level of detail about the systems in these
states.

Also included in Appendix D is information about state and national level projects pertinent
to the development of studcnt information systems around the country. Among the projects
highlighted arc:

sophisticated student information systems that have been developed in the cities of
Los Angeles, California, and Austin, Texas;

an integrated management information system being designed in the state of Ohio;

an education performance recognition program and student identification system
being designed in Virginia;

California's mandate to provide information about a student's progression from
kindergarten through graduate school and the steps that have been taken to meet this
requirement;

highlights of post-secondary student information systems in Colorado, Indiana,
Louisiana, Massachusetts, Minnesota, and Ncw Mexico;

common transcript and electronic transfer of records projects in Michigan, North
Carolina, and Texas; and

a 1990 records transfer pilot by the National Center for Education Statistics.

Design and Implementation Problems of Student Information Systems
From the Morrison Institute interviews and materials reviewed, several design and

implementation problems encountered in developing student information systems became
evident.15 Among the obstacles confronted were:

0 Technical roblems - The number of local student information systems in
existenceeach with their own hardware, software, student numbering, data formats,
and communications protocolcaused numerous technical problems in activating
state-level systems. Inadequate technical support for institutions which lacked
sophisticated computer personnel was also a difficulty.

14 New York, North Carolina, and Texas handle information in this way. Florida has a more centralized system
in that 3 of the 4 processing centers arc university level. Information transmitted from elementary and high
school districts go dim-city to a singk processing center. Utah has a centralized on-line system in which
information is constantly updated.

15 Since student information systems incorporate aspects of the other three systemsstudent identification,
follow-up and trackingmany of these obstacles should be reviewed even if a latge comprehensive student
information system is not recommended for Arizona at this time.
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O Institutional resistance to a statc4evel system - Because many schools and districts had
their own student information systems, implementation of a state-level student
information system was sometimes perceived as placing unduc data collection,
personnel, and computer reprogramming burdcns on local entities. Thc locus of
control of student information was also a related issuewhether information would
reside at thc state level or be controlled by institutions.

O Student identification number - Determination of what to use as a student
identification number was a key issuc, as discussed previously in the scction on
student identification systems. Use of social security numbers on thc post-sccondary
level versus assigncd numbers on the K-12 level complicated both student tracking
and the establishment of integrated student information systems.

o SecuritY of information - Related to thc student identification number concerns was
the issuc of how student information might best be safeguarded, especially in thc
cases of electronic transmissions of data. What procedures wculd bc established to
protect the sanctity of student information, which personnel would have access to
such information, and which other state agencies would be allowed to use data for
research purposcs were among thc items identified as security problems.

O Data definitions - Arriving at common data definitions that met thc nccds of all
educational parties involved was cited as a difficulty. In thc case of integrated student
information systems, ascertaining which data elements met the needs of both K-12 and
post-secondary institutions was problemitic.

O Costs - Onc of thc most consistent problems cited was cost. State !evel student
information systems arc vmr expensive. Yct several statesFlorida being onc of
themsaid that because hardware, software, training, and othcr needs varied from
locality to locality, calculation of thc truc costs of system implementation was difficult.
Because costs wcrc not readily twident, state-level funding was not always adequate to
meet implementation costs. Thc following are illllstrations of the expense of
implementing a statc-levei studcnt information system:"'

a 1986 California study estimated maintenance costs for a comprehensive
kindergarten through post-graduate studcnt data system at between 69
million to 109 million dollars. (7)

in 1990, thc state of New York allocated $9 million for design and
implementation of a comprehensive student information system. This did
not include all thc state support for technology improvements needed to
make thc system operational (43).

North Carolina has spent $35 million to implement a uniform education
reporting system, with an additional $10 million appropriated in 1991 to
complete the system. (93)

O Miscellaneous problems - Two other miscellaneous problems were mentioned by the
states interviewe . Submission of valid data by focal institutions was cited as a
difficulty. Designing a systcm with the storage capacity to capture longitudinal
information was also reported.

Advantages of State-kvel Student Information Systems
While thc dcsign, implementation, and expense problems encountered in establishing

state-level studcnt information systcms seem overwhelming, these systems do have value.
Through the ability to transfer rccords in a more timely fashion, schools are able to more
effectively mcct thc needs of their students. As reporting procedures are tightened, bcttcr access

16 Appendix D contains other cost estimates for the design and implementation of student infomiation systems.
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to information improves decision-maldng not only on the state level but on thc local level as well.
Finally, a state-level student information system allows local and state administrators to have
information at their fingertips which can answcr questions regarding the efficacy of thc state's
education system.

State4evel Student Information System Options
Thc purposes, characteristics, advantages, and disadvantages of state-level student

information systems have been discussed at length. In determining if a state-level student
information system in Arizona is warranted, several key issues need to be addressed. Possible
options can bc envisioned on a continuumfrom thc most restricted, highly specified system to a
very loose, voluntary system. For example, the options laid out by Peter Ewell in regard to
tracking systemsa statc-kvel unit rccord system, institutional unit record systems with common
data elements, consortiums of institutions, and independent systemsare also options for
decisionmaking in the area of student information systems. Among the decisions that Arizona will
need to makc arc:

1. at are t1M._ rimarvt. use le system?

As thc purposes of thc student information systems studied ranged from reporting and
recordkceping functions to student tracking, the primary functions of the student
information system should be clearly identified at the outset.

2. Should thc system be mandatory or voluntary?

Florida had the most highly-mandated system examined, with everything from common
transcripts to record transfers mandated by law. Systcms in which everything is
statutorily required sometimes suffer from local resistance and are extremely costly.
Voluntary systems often fail to include all statc institutions, which makes aggregation
and translatability of data difficult.

3. i ths_mtc p_tnencom las s grade levels?

Only onc state, Florida, had implemcQted a system that encompassed all grade levels,
kindergatten through post-secondary." The differing needs of elementary and secondary
schools versus post-secondary schools make design of unified student information
systems difficult. By the same token, lack of common terms creates problems when
tracking studcnts from high school into higher education.

4. Should thc system specify defmitions of all ()dust selected data elements?

There arc numerous options for data elements. All possible variables can be identified,
with state-required definitions, coding, record length and formats. For example, Florida
has identified and specified the format of 440 data elements. Another option is to
identify only those data elements truly of value at the state-level and delineate thc form
in which the variables will be reported to the state. A third option is to identify and
arrive at common defmitions for all variables but only specify the format for those items
of interest to the state.

5. Should thc Mt= be inte rated with other stems; e . staff and financial information?

Four statesFlorida, North Carolina, Ohio, and Texaswere developing or had
implemented systems melding student, financial, and personnel information. All three
types of information were felt to have value in the dccisionmaking process. Thc obvious

17 Georgia is piloting a kindergarten thmugh graduate school student information system.
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disadvantage of comprehensive management information systems was their cost. One
way of circumventing huge costs was to phase-in the implementation of the different
types of information systems.

6. Should control of the information be housed in a central mainframe computer on the
state level or controlled more at the locaLlevel with processing done at regionalj_jng
One of the key design questions is whether to house the information centrally or to have
the locus of information remain on the institutional level, with processing done at
regional centers and then forwarded to the state level. Most of the states examined
chose to have regional or distributed processing. Centralized mainframes are very costly
and have limitations as to the amount of archived infoimation available. However,
centralized systems have the advantage of easy access, aggregation, and manipulation of
data. Decentralized systems arc more palatable to local institutions, but may have limited
ability for data retrieval in short time spans.

RECOMMENDATIONS

This document has examined student identification, follow-up, tracking, and information
systems for the purpose of assisting the Arizona Department of Education to comply with S.B.
1234 (1989). This research, coupled with information collected on the status of these four types
of systems in Arizona, serves as the basis for the recommendations that follow.18

1. The terminology used in S.B. 1234 (1989) must be clarified.

O Part of the problem in determining how best to fulfill the requirements of S.B. 1234
(1989) has arisen from confusion as to what a "data collection system", a "student
identification system," and a "student trucking system" actually are. Prior to any true
design work being accomplished, the parties involved (the Arizona Department of
Education, the Arizona State Board of Directors of Community Colleges, and the
Arizona Board of Regents) must have a consistent understanding of what is meant by
the task prescribed in the law.

O Definitions of all pertinent terms; e.g. student identification, follow-up, tracking and
information system, should be standardized.

2. A formal state-level task force should be established to work towards fulfilling the
requirements of S.B. 1234 (1989).

O While S.B. 1234 (1989) mandated that the three educational governing bodies work
together to accomplish the identified tasks, it did not indicate how this was to be
executed. To date, each educational segment has been working independently
towards realizing the mandates of the legislation. In addition, informal relationships
have developed to attempt to satisfy S.B. 1234 (1989) requirements. However, truly
coordinated efforts at accomplishing the objectives have stalled, although limited
attempts have been made. A formal mechanism either established by the legislature,
governor's office, or spearheaded by one or more of the involved agencies is needed
to encourage consensus in designing the mandated student data system(s).

18 Recommendations 2 thmugh 6 are based upon thc definitions used throughout this document. It should bc
noted that recommendations two and four parallel the conclusions drawn by Dr. Lou Weschler in Does
Arizona Know Where Its Students Are? Status of Student Data Systems in Arizona, although the authors
arrived at their recommendations independently.
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O The task force should have responsibility for designing the following:

A state-level student identification system common to both K-12 and
post-secondary institutions. Without a uniform numbering system, the
state's ability to track student outcomes and transfer student records
between institutions is limited.

A state-level student information system encompassing kindergarten
through postgraduate education that would incorporate both tracking and
follow-up systems in its design.

0 The task force should recommend a thne table for piloting or phase-in of the student
data systems and should identify thc state-level body responsible for implementation.

3. In designing a student identification system, it is recommended that the state use
social security numbers as the uniform student identifier."

0 Social security numbers as identification numbers are justified because:

Precedence of usage has been set in other states on both the K-12 and
post-secondary levels. On e K-12 level, both North Carolina and Texas use
social security numbers as student identifiers.

Using social security numbers enables the tracking of student information
into employment-related databases.

Given the recent change in federal law requiring parents to obtain social
security numbcrs for children, social security numbers should be more
readily available than in the past.

0 Social security numbers should be collected from each student upon his/her first
enrollment in school.

0 Became submission of social security numbers is voluntary by federal law, a
standardized alternative numbering system should be employed for those students for
whom social securky numbers arc unavailable. The state should determine if lobbying
for changes in this federal law is feasible.

0 Usc of social security numbers as identification numbers should be phased-in, to
accommodate some of the systems currently using other student numbering
schematics.

O State enabling legislation should be enacted to help create a uniform student
identification system which uses social security numbers and an alternative numbering
system for students whosc social security numbers are not available.

4. When designing the state-level student information system the task force should
consider the following recommendations:

A. The scope of the svstem should be limited and the maoses of the system clearly
defined.

0 One of the prhnary objectives of a student information system should be
to facilitate longitudinal tracking of students and collection of follow-up
data to assist in policy decisions. Other purposes to be considered would
be to improve recordkeeping and reporting functions.

19 Mthough kgal analysis conducted by a Morrison Institute attorney revealed that under certain conditions it is
legal to use social security numbers, the Department of Education should formally request the Attorney
General's office to review this issue.



0 In order to limit systcm costs and focus upon specific state needs, the
task force should consider a phased-in approach to system design which
would:

First, establish common numbering systems and standardized data
definitions.

Second, design n tracking system which would incorporate follow-up
elements. Follow-up efforts should include a combination of
follow-up surveys and datab Ise matching of student information with
employment and higher education databases. Statutory changes to
allow matching of student education records with records in other
state data basese.g. the Dcpartment of Revenue or the Department
of Administrationwould be needed.

Third, target vocational education students as the first group of
students to be tracked, with eventual expansion of a tracking system
to include other cohorts of students.

B. The system should be mandatory. Because of the issue of local resistance, a voluntary
system would not accomplish what thc state intends. The pilot phase of implementation
could be on a voluntary basis.

C. LhLu_stm_st_i_iould om ass all _grade levels bt_py_p_nt beus realisticall hased-in. The
task force which designs the system must determine on what educational level
information needs are currently the greatest in order to assign implementation priorities.
Each institution should continue to have its own unit record system, which would be
adapted to the state-level requirements.

D. A standardized state data dictionary th(n&lle_velo d.

0 The dictionary should include narrative descriptions of data elements,
format and coding specifications.

0 To the extent possible, all data elements should be defined, but only
those data elements of true value for both educational levels should be
required for state-level reporting. Care should be taken in identifying
crucial data elements, to avoid the "garbage in, garbage out" syndrome of
collecting too much data.

0 Existing formats and definitions should be incorporated in the new data
dictionary, so as not to place undue reprogramming burdens upon
current systems.

0 Data standards developed on a national level and by other states should
be examined in the definition process, so that student records may
eventually have interstate comparability.

E. Initially.mstem design should be limited to student information only.

0 Given the magnitude of the design of the student information system and
the focus upon student outcomes rather than recordkeeping, fiscal and
staff information would not be included in an initial system design. Later
expansion into these areas could be explored further.



F. Information s otikl .d to tlkisilytm_l'eLaLl3re-determined intervals through
regional processing centers. The system should bc decentralized, with information
control residintr at the institutional level.

0 A decentralized systcm is recommended because it would have greater
flexibility once instituted and would bc more responsive to the needs of
the institutions. A centralized computer capable of storing all the
information generated by a state-level student information system would
be extremely expensive. The sheer volume of data might actually inhibit
data analysis rather than enhance it.

5. State-level funding should be secured to design, pilot, implement, and maintain the
decentralized student information system. Funding should be provided for
hardware and software acquisitions, as well as for technical and training support.

6. The state should take all measures possible to assure the privacy and confidentiality
of all student information.

0 Conditions cf use of student data should be statutorily defmed and in
conformance with federal privacy standards; e.g.,

at no time should individual student information be released or an
individuai identified.

information collected should be used for aggregate and statistical
purposes only.

0 The number of persons and agencies with access to student records or
identification codes should be limited and delineated in statute.

0 Security safeguard procedures should be developed to ensure
confidentiality of student information. In particular, the security of
information transmitted electronically should be protected, using current
technologies to encode data.

0 Legislation should mandate the periodic updating of security procedures
to reflect the constant advances hi technologies.

CONCLUSION

This paper has explored the intricacies of student identification, tracking, follow-up and
information systems. The major purpose of this analysis was to assist Arizona in determining how
best to provide information to policymakcrs on our progress toward established state educational
goals. As detailed in this manuscript, this task is one of great complexity. In deciding upon its
course of action, Arizona must keep in mind that

"information systems do not, in and of themselves, contribute to improved
understandings of the complexities of the educational process. Their benefits lie in
the constructive uses to which the system's information base may be applied."(6)
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APPENDIX A
FOLLOW-UP STUDIFS AND SYSTEMS USING SURVEY

METHODOLOGY

oce_criffleysilaieLpiAgygi,t
San Diego: A proportional, stratified random sample of San Diego schools' 1984 graduates is being
followed for five years. Students are selected based upon race, gender, and school attendedeither
comprehensive or atypical school categories. Supplemented by phone interviews of non-respon-
dents, two mailings of a one-sheet questionnaire yielded a 74% response rate two years after the
students had graduated. A brochure summarizing the results of the first year's survey were
distributed to students to stimulate response. (57)

Sandy Union High School District: A six year follow-up study is planned by the district, which
intends to survey students one, three, and five years after graduation. Ninety-two percent of the
170 students completed questionnaires one year after graduation. (58)

state One-Time Follow-up Studies
California: A five year follow-up of 1983 public and private high school graduates was initiated by
the California Post-secondary Commission. Students were surveyed six months after high school
graduati.on to determine employment and education status, resulting in a response rate of 35%. A
second survey of students one year after high school graduation asked students about their university
eligibility status, their educational aspirations, and their opinions of their high school experiences.
(8,9)

California: A three year follow-up study examined employment and education-related outcomes
of vocational education students, particularly special needs students. The second year of the study,
an additional cohort of students was selected to provide more specific training-related information.
(78)

Florida: In a 1986 study sponsored by the American Council on Education, 1500 general education
diploma (GED) and regular Florida high school graduates were interviewed by telephone about
their post-high school activities, educational experiences, and goals. The study had a 97% response
rate. (35)

Oregon: A 1984 study examined the impact of vocational education training upon student's higher
education and employment outcomes. 1981 high school graduates and early leavers from 19 high
schools were surveyed either by mail or telephone. Information obtained from the student survey
was supplemented by student transcript and permanent record information, which allowed
comparisons of students based on the number of vocational classes taken. In addition vocational
education teachers in specific occupational areas were asked to rate programs. The 19 schools
participating conducted the surveys and were able to add questions of interest to the original 42
item questionnaire. (54,55)

Wisconsin: Wisconsin conducted a survey of large businesses to identify the skills and competen-
cies employers desire in high school graduates. The four survey forms administered to company
executive officers, personnel officers, supervisors, and employees were developed from focus
group meeting; with chamber of commerce members and reviews of other national and state
employer surveys. 32% of the 7400 businesses surveyed returned forms. (72-77)
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National One-Time Follow-up Studies

High School and Beyond: The National Center for Education Statistics conducted this six year
study. Secondary and post-secondary transcrApts, fmancial aids rccords and surveys of administra-
tors, teachers, students, and parents were collected and submitted by the 1015 participating
secondary schools. The first cohort group samples of 10th through 12th grade students was
established in 1980. Additional cohorts were added in 1982, 1984, and 1986. Students who had
graduated were surveyed by mail, supplemented by phone or personal interviews of non-respon-
dents. (106)

National Education Longitudinal Survey (1988): Parents, teachers, principals and 32,000 eighth
graders from 1000 schools were surveyed as part of another National Center for Education Statistics
project. The same cohort will be sampled again biennially through 1998. Vocational Technical
student experiences and career choice decisions are of particular interest to this study. (106)

Local On-going Follow-up Systems
Rochester City School District: The Rochester City School District has been conducting graduate
destination surveys of its students since 1979. Surveys are mailed to students, followed by telephone
and school staff contacts in the case of non-respondents. Using this methodology, 82% of a
randomly-selected sample of 1986 graduates surveyed six months after graduation responded. The
district also conducts baseline surveys of seniors for follow-up comparison purposes. (56)

State On-going Follow-up Systems:

Connecticub Seventeen regional vocational schools, 146 public high schools, and 92 private high
schools collected post-secondary education and employment-related information about their 1985
graduates as part of a 1986 statewide study. This study of 1985 graduates was reflective of annual
efforts to collect information about Connecticut's students. (11)

Delaware: Six months after graduation, 1986 Delaware high school graduates were surveyed
regarding their current employment and education status and their opinions of their high school's
curriculum and programs. Sixty-two percent of the 5500 students surveyed returned usable
questionnaires. School guidance counselors were responsible for mailing the forms to students and
conducting follow-up mailings and telephone contacts. Schools were able to "piggyback" questions
of interest to the basic state survey form. Delaware annually collects information about its students.
(12)

Hawaii: Ten months after graduation, a random selection of Hawaii's 1986 graduating class was
surveyed regarding their education and employment status and their perceptions of high school.
The response rate was 45%. Student follow-up studies are conducted every three years by the State
Department of Education. (32,86)

Iowa: A base data sutvey of 20% of Iowa's secondary schools and area schools served as the basis
of selection for a second survey of 1985 completers and leavers of v,,,cational programs. Thirty-one
percent of the students smveyed returned questionnaires after three mailings by the Iowa Depart-
ment of Education. Employers of students working in fields related to their high school training
were also surveyed by mail. A similar student and employer survey was conducted for Iowa's
post-secondary vocational completers and leavers. Annual surveys of vocational completers and
leavers are conducted by the state of Iowa. (34)

Minnesota: The Minnesota Secondary School Follow-up System was initiated in 1972 under a grant
from the Minnesota Department of Education. According to the materials reviewed by Morrison



Institute, in 1985 approximately 84% of the 150 Minnesota high schools participated in the system,
with a 70% response rate from studcnts. The system has been used primarily to conduct one year
follow-ups of student employment and education activities subsequent to dropping out, graduating,
or exiting from high school and to compare actual activities with planned student goals, Although
the system has longitudinal capabilities, the local education agencies (LEAs) that serve as collection
agents have not chosen to survey students for morc than a one year period.

While the system is decentralized, standardized survey instruments and regional training
sessions for LEA personnel have been developed by the Department of Education. LFA's collect the
studcnt data by mail or telephone, code it, enter it into an Apple II computer, and submit it via
floppy disk to Mounds View Schools. This centralized data center converts the submitted informa-
tion into a form capable of being processed on a mainframe computer, and feeds reports back to
LEA's and the state department for analysis. (38,40)

Minnesota technical colleges also have a follow-up system. Each college is required to provide
the state with information about technical program enrollees, including their subsequent job
placement and duties. Each college determines its own method of data collection and submits
information at designated times of the year. Randomly-selected student information is audited to
ensure data accuracy. (39)

Missouri: A five-year follow-up study of 1981 Missouri high school vocational and non-vocational
graduates examined the effect of high school training upon successful post-high school transitions,
as measured in salary and employment outcomes. Equivalent samples of students from area
vocational and sending high schools were surveyed, with response rates of 62-77% per year. (41)

Interviews with personnel in the Missouri Department of Education revealed that the legisla-
ture requires the state to provide information on post-school employment and college enrollment.
Districts collect information on each student for a period of five years. (92)

South Carolina: South Carolina law requires that vocational education students must be surveyed
by school districts ten months after graduation for the purpose of determining job placement status.
Districts must provide the State Board of Education with an annual report of the survey findings.
Any employment, continuing education or military enlistment in arras related to high school training
are considered successful placement. For funding to continue, vocational programs must have a
50% placement rate over a 3 year period. (99)

In addition to the surveys completed by districts, a study of South Carolina's vocational
education system was conducted in the early 1980s. Baseline surveys were administered to 1000
juniors and seniors in 12 South Carolina schools. A subsequent telephone follow-up of 300 high
school graduates asked students their opinions of and experiences with their high school vocational
programs. (61)

Wisconsin: The Wisconsin Board of Vocational Technical and Adult Education (VTAE) requires
submission of follow-up information each year from districts as part of a larger vocational education
program self-evaluation process. Eleven surveys (seven of them optional) measure teacher, student,
and employer perceptions of vocational programs. Students are surveyed 6 months aftcr graduation,
five years after graduation, and ten years after graduation. A random sample of employers are
surveyed every five years. Student follow-up information is submitted to the Wisconsin VTAE state
office on magnctic tape, cartridge, reels, diskettes or via phone lines. Estimated costs were $150,000
for equipment and $200,000 for personnel. (72-77, 105)



APPENDIX B
DATABASE MATCHING

State One-Time Follow-qp Studies

Arizona: Arizona piloted a program in 1985 which compared the social security numbers of 1983
post-secondary vocational program completers with unemployment insurance data files. Northern
Arizona University collected and analyzed the data. Although the legislation enabling this project
remains on the books, the study was discontinued due to lack of financial and political support.
(35)

California: As part of a 1983 California longitudinal follow-up study, a randomly selected sample
of the names and social security numbers of fifty vocational education students wcre submitted to
the California Franchise Tax Board to obtain wage and occupational data. Fifty-cight percent of the
former students were found in this manner. A more comprehensive feasibility study that was
planned was never pursued. (78)

Ohio: An Ohio study paired information about the graduates of twelve secondary vocational
education programs and two associate degree programs with federal income tax records. Under the
terms of a specially-negotiated contract, student social security numbers, program codes, and zip
codes were submitted to the IRS, which then released aggregated information about graduates of
specific vocational programs. The IRS released no information on programs with less than 10
graduates, to comply with confidentiality requirements.

The Ohio study had both cross-sectional and longitudinal components. Income, employment
status, and mobility rates of 1980 graduates were compared to similar national cohorts four years
after graduation (1984 IRS records). A longitudinal study of the income performance of 1979
graduates over time was accomplished by comparing 1983 and 1984 income tax records. (31)

Wisconsin: A Wisconsin study matched 1983 vocational technical and adult education graduates
with 1985 state income tax records. Using this methodology, Wisconsin was able to track 81% of
graduates two years after graduation.

As part of the same study student records were also compared to 1988 first quarter wages in
the Wisconsin Wage Reporting System. Using this methodology, 70% of the graduates were found
five years after graduation. (62)

Texas: Texas is currently completing the second year of a two-year project using unemployment
insurance files to track community college graduates, includingJob Training PartnershipAct (JTPA)
participants. The study is due to be released in July of 1990. (101)

statestii&spingleawkwatgettu
Alaska: Due to an Alaska law requiring the hiring ofstate residents over non-residents for publicly
funded construction projects, Alaska employers must submit lists of employees plus their occupa-
tions and employment locations as part of their quarterly unemployment insurance submissions.
While computcr matching of unemployment insurance files - 'ith oil dividend fund files are currently
being used to determine residency/ non-residency status, it s anticipated that the information may
eventually be utilized to assess vocational education program performance and provide career path
and occupational mobility information. Yearly legislative appropriations for the computer matching
program have been approximately $330,000. (1,2,3,80)



Colorado: Passed by the Colorado legislature in 1985, House Bill (HB) 1187 required the submission
of post-secondary institution accountability reports each October. As part of the move to supply
accountability information, a longitudinal tracking system was established to monitor post-gradua-
tion employment and higher education outcomes for community college de6ree and certificate
recipients. Beginning with a 1985-86 cohort group from 15 colleges and continuing with subsequent
cohorts, social security numbers of students were matched against records in the Colorado
Commission on Higher Education's Student Unit Record Data System (SURDS), quarterly unemploy-
ment insurance rccords from the Colorado Department of Labor and Employment, and Colorado
Community College and Occupations Education System databases. Informationon students' demo-
graphic characteristics, enrollment patterns, transfer behavior, degree typc, wages, industry and
location of employment were among the types of data collected. Using this system, Colorado has
been able to locate two-thirds of its students one year post-graduation. (59)

Florida: Florida currently has the only state-supported, on-going database matching systemthe
Florida Employment Training Placement Information Program (FETPIP). The Florida Department of
Education administers and manages the system, which was originally designed in 1984 for the
purpose of determining the occupational placement of secondary and post-secondary vocational
students.

The scope of the project has since expanded to include grAduates of selected Florida
high schools, JTPA participants, adult migrant education students, and people in the Florida
corrections systcm. Information about these populations is matched by social security
number with the following databascs:

Florida, Alabama, and Georgia unemployment insurance records,

U.S. Department of Defense manpower enlistment files,

U.S. Government's personnel management information system,

U.S. Post Office's personnel employee files,

Community college sys! :in's fall enrollment files, and

University system's spring and initial fall enrollment files.

To supplement the information captured by database matching, two employer surveys are
conducted: 1) to determine specific student occupations and 2) to measure employer satisfaction
and perception of student training. Employer confidentiality is ensured by legally limiting employer
contact to these two purposes only.

Confidentiality of student information is also built into the system. Advance public announce-
ments are required each dine database matching occurs, specifying matching procedures and uses
of information collected. An additional safeguard is that data must be summarized in aggregates of
ten or more students or employers.

Since 1984, approximately $914,000 has been appropriated to FETPIP by the Florida legisla-
ture $317,000 in 1989 alone. In 1989 194,555 records were matched, and approximately 20,000
employers were surveyed regarding student occupations and work locations. Using database
matching, 75% of the students with valid social security nurIbers were found one year after exiting
schoolat about one-fourth the cost of conventional follow-up surveys. (15-20)

Maryland: Motivated by a request that the governor's employment and training council establish
an accountability system for programs that train people for employment, in July of 1990, 100,000
student records will be matched with Maryland unemployment insurance records. Programs to be
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included in the initial pilot are : frvii, Maryland Tomorrow (dropout prevention program), job
service, adult basic education, voc .1 education, and vocational rehabilitation. Over a three to
four year period, information on stutkait demographics, employment status, retention, and earnings
will be compared to dollars spent per program and expected program outcomes. Estimated cost of
the computer matching process is 75 cents to one dollar per record. (37, 89)

Oregon: The Oregon Workforce 2000 Occupational Suppe `. bill enabled the creation of the Oregon
Automated Follow-up System in order to provide programmatic feedback to schools and supply/de-
mand information to the legislature. In a pilot of the system, twelve quarters of wage history were
matched by social security numbcr with information about approximately 15,000 vocational
program completers and JTPA participants from four community colleges. Student records from
1984 onward wcrc matched. In an expansion of the piloted system, eight out of 14 community
colleges are currently submitting student infomiation.

Confidentiality forms were used to protect the identity of individuals. As a further security
measure, information was matched only if a program had more than three students or an employer
had more than three employees.

Using database matching, Oregon was able to fmd over 80% of its formcr students, versus
response rates of 20-30% for previous follow-up attempts. The cost of the pilot was $130,000. (97)

Utah: In the last year, Utah piloted a system designed to provide the state with occupational
supply/demand information, as well as input about the success of training programs. Eleven
thousand JTPA participants and community college students enrolled in training or vocational
education programs at Salt Lake Community College were matched against three years of wage file
data. The pilot was made possible by a $10,000 federal vocational education grant. The Utah
Departmcnt of Employment Security charged $400 for 1000 names submitted. (102)



APPENDIX C
STUDENT TRACKING SYSTEMS

Lecalirackinasionalf L-1261
Pinellas County, Florida: Pinellas County is planning to track 7500 students in the 1988/89
kindergarten class for thirteen years. Thc database will be comprised of information collected from
parent surveys, registration surveys, and standard state data elements. (79)

State tracking astens$ (IC-12)
California: California currently tracks 400,000 special education students. While the Superinten-
dent of Public Instruction in California favors a tracking system to capture dropout information,
there is no legislative mandate allowing for the creation of a K-12 tracking system. (81)

Florida: In 1989-90, five Florida school districts are piloting a system to track at-risk students. The
purpose of collecting data on students who have left school is to improve intervention programs,
identify characteristics of students who might benefit from such programs, and to develop consis-
tent attendance/withdrawal codes.

Three targeted groups will be studied: dropouts, students in alternative programs, and a
randomly-selected cont rol group. The sample population will be compared on the basis of demo-
graphic data elements available through the statc's automated student record system. In the case of
dropouts, students will be matched against the state student database to determine if the students
are actually elsewhere in the system. As a fmal element of the pilot, teacher-generated lists of at-risk
students will be compared to computer-generated at-risk profiles. (21,79)

Illinois: Because of a legislative mandate, Illinois has been tracking approximately 200,000 special
education students each year since 1978. Information is processed at regional data centers. (5)

Pennsylvania: Twenty-five pieces of information on each special education student are fed from
501 school districts to 29 intermediate units. The PENNDATA System took ten years to develop and
still is in the implementation stages. One of the major features of the system is strong local ownership
of information. Approximately 260,000 students arc tracked. (5,79)

Tennessee: Districts submit information on special education students via either floppy disk or
scannable forms. Records are kept on approximately 40,000 students. (5)

Wyoming (K-12): In 1990, Wyoming established a minicomputer system to track 10,000 special
education students in 49 districts. Thirteen data elements are collected using pneumonic codes.
(79)Statetyla
California: In 1982, the University of California implemented a longitudinal student tracking system
as part of its larger Corporate Student System. The purpose of the system was to measure the
persistence of entering cohorts.

On the community college level, the Association of Learning Assistant Directors in community
colleges (LARC) shares information between member institutions. LARC is a consortium that
conducts studics in remedial education and tracks the progress of students from pre-baccalaureate
to baccalaureate levels.



Last Junc (1989), a state referendum was passed which guarantees community colleges and
K-12 a certain percentage of revenue in cxchangc for accountability information, e.g., collective
data on student grade point averages (GPA's), test performance, etc. To datc, thc educational
institutions have not received moncy to accomplish this purpose. (6,81)

Texas (post-secondary): In 1987, thc National Center for Higher Education was contracted to
design a systemLONESTAR (Longitudinal Student Tracking and Reporting)to assist Texas com-
munity colleges in meeting state reporting requirements. The effectiveness of remedial programs
was of particular interest, although progress towards degree completion and performance in
non-remedial courses was also measured. A voluntary system, LONESTAR was planned to provide
the 62 community colleges in thc state with maximum flexibility.

Thc software package created for LONESTAR uses SPSS-x, a canned statistical program.
Common student identifiers, record handling procedures, and data definitions were devel-
e,ed as part of the LONESTAR system. The system has three types of data elements:

fixed elements- demographic, enrollment, and academic data information col-
lected from a student's permanent record upon entry into school;

variable elements- academic and remediation data collected each term; and

optional elements- follow-up elements once a student has left school. (14)

migrant student record transfer system (K-12): Initiated in 1969, the Migrant Student Record
Transfer System was designed to track the movement of migrant children from school to school.
Health and educational student records are transmitted by phone or mail courier to a communica-
tions center which then sends the information to the centralized computer in Little Rock, Arkansas.
The records arc then mailed to the student's new school. The system currently tracks 750,000
students in 30% of the public schools in the United States, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico.
(36)

National Center For Education Statistics (NCES) Dropout study (K-12): NCES is field testing
new definitions of "dropout." From fall of 1989 through fall of 1990, 30 states and 300 districts will
provide NCES with enrollment counts using the new categories. A corollary pilot effort will track
1000 students who have dropped out. (79)

Miscellaneous Projects (K-12): The National Center for Education Statistics is developing a form
to collect data about studcnts in correctional institutions. The U.S. Department of Education is
collecting exit information about special education students. In 1989, the Chief Council of State
School Officers (CCSSO) developed a taxonomy to compare 7th through 12th grade math and
scicncc course information submitted from 39 states. (79)

Inter-level Nformation exchanges
California: Data is being exchanged on an institutional level between the university and high
schools. There are plans to link some university and community college databases, using social
security numbers as common studcnt identifiers. (81)

Hawaii: Each of the state's universities and several community colleges compile an annual report
of entering freshmen, identifying studcnts by district and high school attended. Information is not
easily integrated, as each institution has its own computer system. (86)



North Carolina: Under the current system, universities receive transcripts and key the information
into their systcms. Retention and test score information is fed back to community colleges and
post-secondaty schools in the form of reports. High schools have not yet been included in this
information loop. (93)

Oldahoma: In 1989, the Oklahoma legislature mandated the development of a data collection
system to track student past high school into both employment and higher education. An informal
committee is working on this goal. A formal task forceconsisting of legislators, parents, vocational
educators, and personnel from the securities and employment comr.iission will be formed to tackle
this issue. (96)

South Carolina: Colleges and universities must send the results of first semester freshmen backto
the student's high school district. (99).

Texas: All freshmen students entering the higher education system take the Texas Assessment of
Student Performance Test in Math and English, to determine the need for remediation. The Texas
Higher Education Coordinating Board scnds these test scores, GPA, and course grade information
back to the student's high school district. (101)
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APPENDDC D
STUDENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Local Student Ittformation Systems

Austin Unified School District: Thc A.,' In (Texas) Unified School District has had a student
information system in place for 20 years. The system is used for recordkeeping and tracking
purposes. Every student in the district is followed. Three types of student identifiers are used: social
security numbers, randomly assigned numbers, and a seven digit family code. (101)

Los Angeles: The Los Angeles Unified School District has spent $9 million on a student information
system. Thc system is being used to track every student in the district. Five years in development,
the system uscs assigned student numbers and tape exchanges. (81)

State Stuelent Itiforination Systems (K-12)

New York: The New York Comprehensive Student Information System is currently being devel-
oped to improve management decisions on both the school/district operational level and the state
policymaking level. Seven million dollars in state matching funds were allocated to the Big Five
Cities (Buffalo, New York City, Rochester, Syracuse, and Yonkers) to develop systems that will not
only track students but provide a "common core of student information .. to meet statewide
reporting requirements and to provide a common basis for sharing." While initial concentration
has been on the Big Five Cities, the system will eventually be statewide.

Demographic, program, attendance and achievement information will make up the core data.
Other system files will include information on at-risk students, special education students, career/vo-
cational information, grade reporting, and course scheduling, to name a few.

To date, New York City has implemented its student information system in four out of
thirty-two districts and has spent over $90 million in the past five years. 55,000 students are being
tracked in Buffalo. The other three cities arc in the planning stages of implementadon.

The Student Information System is seen as part of a larger effort using technology to improve
New York's educational managementincluding development of a financial and administrative
system and better instructional delivery services. The Technologies Network Tics (TNT) program
has enabled the electronic transfer of student information by building upon existing infrastructures
and linking school districts, regional information centers, and the State Education Department. Over
the last five years, $25 million in state funds have been spent to install telecommunication lines,
develop common operating systems and database management software, and purchasea mainframe
for thc Statc Education Department. (43-49, 94)

North Carolinas The Uniform Education Report System (UERS) was created five years ago by
legislative mandate. The purpose of UERS was to improve business and operational capacities of
North Carolina schools through the establishment of a distributed processing system.

On the school level, microcomputers handle student and transportation information. Well over
half the schools in the state have implemented both student and transportation information systems.
Social security numbers arc used statc wide as studcnt identification numbers.

District office minicomputers process accounting and personnel information. Supplemented
by student and transportation data transmitted by schools, staff and fmancial information is



forwarded monthly via a state data network to the state computer center at the Department of Public
Instruction (DPI).

The third level of processing is at the State DPI. A mainframe computer controls data
consolidation and maintenance, management and accountability, and research functions.

Given the rigid hardware and software specifications of the system, it not surprising that North
Carolina will spend up to $40 million through 1991 to implement UERS. An additional $5 million
will be spent at the state level to increasing processing and receiving capacities. (50,93)

Ohio: Ohio is in the process of developing an integrated management information system on the
K-12 level. Given the legislative emphasis on accounting and staff functions, the student information
component has been the last piece to be developed.

Six hundred twenty-seven educational entities arc part of the computcr network through
which information is transmitted. Twenty-seven regional computer centers are hooked into a
microwave ff/stem purchased for the state lottery. The state has spent a total of $9 million a year
for network, communications, software and support to sites. (51,52,95)

South Carolina: As thc result of the South 0 olina Education Improvement Act of 1980, South
Carolina initiated a student information system which monitored student grades and student
attendance. In 1986, test scorcs were added to the system. South Carolina's system uses unique
student identifiers anu Lccomplishes the transfer of student information via tape exchanges and
electronic transfers. (99)

Texas: The Texas Education Agency Public Education Information Management System (PEIMS)
was created to "enable districts to have management freedom, but to still be held accountable."
(101) in particular, the need to obtain better information about dropouts prompted the creation of
the student information portion of the system. Beginning in spring of 1990, student information
will be submitted twice a year to 20 regional service centers, which will then transmit information
in a standard format to the TFA. In addition to transcript information, Texas Educational Assessment
of Minimum Skills Test Scores will be sent to the system directly from the testing contractor.
Although they cannot require the use of social security numbers, Texas will usc this number as an
identification number for students whenever possible. (6466,101)

Utah: Having been six years in the planning, the Utah Student Information System (SIS) was
implemented in 1984. The purpose of the system was to establish an automated transcript system,
allow for graduation analysis and GPA calculations, and to provide program planning assistance.
Forty srh %ols currently use SIS, which is a voluntary rather than a mandated system.

A statewide communications network links microcomputers at the school level with a
centralized mainframe at the state department, allowing the electronic transfer of student records
and on-line update capabilities at school sites. System software (Softerm by Softronics) can be used
on either Apple or IBM computers.

To date, 40 screens of information have been developed with 10 more in the design stage.
Student demographic, program, vocational, attendance, awards, health, grades, course schedules,
transcripts, and graduation evaluation status information are accessed by using computer-assigned
student numbers. The state hopes to expand the system to include both pre-kindergarten and
post-graduation transcript information.



Operational costs for the system consist of 1.8 million dollars in state funds plus a like amount
in user fccs collected from districts. (68-71,102)

Virginia (K-12): Two years ago a communication automation transition committcc was formed in
Virginia. Committee efforts in the last ycar have focused upon the development and piloting of an
education performance recognition program, which would not only identify indicators of student
success but track students throughout thcir educational careers.

The pilot program is currently underway and a database of 4,6,8, and 12th grade test scores
will have been established at the cnd of thisyear. Unique 12 digit student numbers will be used on
the K-12 level to track students, although studcnt records will have a field for social security number
to enable tracking into thc post-secondary level.

The costs of implementing an education performance recognition program arc estimated at
$5 to $13 million. An additional $27.4 million will be needed to buy microcomputcrs for the districts
which are not currently automated. (103)

Washington (K-12): A voluntary student attendance tracking system using unique student identi-
fication numbers was implemented in Washington in 1979. Ninety-two percent of the 296 school
districts participate in the systcm, with nine districts choosing to develop their own systems.
Information is submitted by magnetic tape. (104)
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Colorado: Colorado implemented thc Student Unit Record Data System (SURDS) in 1986, in
response to legislation (HB 1185) passcd by the Colorado General Assembly in 1985. The data source
for SURDS is existing student record files from all public post-secondary institutions and selected
private post-secondary institutions in Colorado. The purpose of the system is to comply with federal
reporting requirements, supply timely information to decisionmakers, measure performance of
selected groups of students (degrees obtained, retention, and transfer rates), establish a longitudinal
tracking system, serve as a basis for program evaluation, and project futurc enrollment.

Student social security numbers are used to link five files of student information: student
enrollment, degrees granted, undergraduate applicants, financial aid, and Colorado student incen-
tive grants. Each of thc five files also has common identification, demographic, and enrollment
information. The submission of data to the Colorado Commission on Higher Education is staggered
throughout the year. (10,82)

Indiana: Indiana collects information on 250,000 post-secondary students on a yearly basis. The
Indiana Studcnt Information System uses social security numbers as student identification numbers.
(6)

Louisiana: Louisiana updates its Statewide Student Profile days system three times each year. Social
security number or driver's license number are used as student identification numbers for the
170,000 students in the system. (6).

Massachusetts: In 1984, the Massachusetts legislature appropriated $500,000 to implement a
system to standardize enrollment reporting on the post-secondar,' level. The Massachusetts Re-
search and Planning Enrollment and Degrees System contains over 130,000 rccords, identified by
using a combination of name and social security number. Demographic, academic, achievement
and completion information is recorded each semester. Annual maintenance costs for the system
are approximately $300,000. (6)



Minnesota: Minnesota's Student Record Data Base contains information on over 230,000 public
and private post-secondary students. Information is collected once a year. Strict policies regarding
data use and collection have been developed by the state Higher Education Coordinating Board and
stat : Attorney General's Office (6).

Nr gv Mexico: The New Mexico Higher Education Data System contains studcnt enrollment and
completion information on 80,000 students. Information is used only by the New Mexico Commis-
sion on Higher Education and is updated three times a year. Social security numbers are uscd as
student identification numbers. (6)

StawStudent hiormation Systems (K through post-baccalaureate)
California: With the passage of Bill 880 in 1984, the California Post-secondary Education Commis-
sion was required to dorclop a feasibility plan for a study that would

"provide comprehensive information about factors which affect students' progress
through California's educational systems, from elementary school through postgrad-
uate education." (7, p. 1)

The plan identified a modified longitudinal study design that would collect data at crucial points
in a student's career (3rd, 8th, and 11th grade and the second year of college) and trace a sample
of 150,000 to 200,000 student over five years. Demographic, course, test, program, and institutional
information would be supplemented with student and parent perception surveys. Study design
costs were estimated at $500,000, with annual survey costs estimated at $10 per student or $2
million. (7)

As a result of designing the longitudinal study, the study team came to the conclusion
that a uniform student identification system and common student data core would be more
valuable than a longitudinal study. To that end in 1988, the Post-secondary Commission
contracted for an analysis of existing California student information systems, a survey of
the student information systems in 50 states, and an investigation of the advantages/disad-
vantages of using social security numbers as student identifiers. The study concluded that:

Current California student information systems were geared towards record keep-
ing rather than policy analysis.

The implementation of a state student information was hampered by lack of
comparable data and differing automation capacities of institutional systems in the
state.

Post-secondary institutions already collected many of the required data elements.

K-12 implementation and maintenance costs would be higher than for post-sec-
ondary institutions.

Additional legal reseaech was needed to ensure the confidentiality of student
records.

The 1988 report recommended establishing a uniform student identification system using
social security numbers, a uniform data collection and reporting program, a state-level educational
clearinghouse, a time table for the implementing systems on both the K-12 and post-secondary
levels, enactment of enabling legislation and appropriation of funding, and creation ofa task force
to continue system development.
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This year (1989-90) the Commission is piloting a small scale student identification system, to
identify obstacles to implementing such a system on a statewide basis. Upon successful completion
of the pilot, the Commission is expected to sponsor legislation to act upon the recommendations
of the consulting firm's 1988 report. (6,7,81)

Florida: In 1981, the Florida legislature mandated the development of an Automated Comprehen-
sive Management Informoion system which would encompass kindergarten through post-bacca-
laureate education. The purpose of the system was to improve educational record keeping and
reporting functions, provide decisionmakers with historical information about students, and to
integrate information provided separately from the various educational segments (K-12, community
colleges, and universities). Among the statutorily-required items were electronic transfer of student
records and transcripts, the development of a uniform student identification numbering system,
and creation of an automated student permanent record format.

Compliance with legislative mandates has been primarily accomplished on the K-12 level. Six
times a year, 61 elementary and high school districts transmit information electronically via the
Florida Information Resource Network from a mainframe computer at the local level to a state-level
mainframe computer. Six of the state's larger districts submit information by magnetic tape. Details
submitted to the state include student demographic profiles, course-enrollment history, achieve-
ment and completion information, and exceptional student, health, K-3 program, and test data. Data
is stored on-line for five survey periods, with historical information archived for five years.

While K-12 electronic record transmissions to the state have been almost fully implemented,
electronic relays of transcript and student record information between districts and from high
schools to post-secondary institutions are still in p;lot stages. Florida legislation laid out a very
specific timetable for implementation, which is the reason that K-12 implementation is so far ahead
of inter-level information transfers.

To facilitate student numbering, Florida assigns each student a unique 10-digit number, the
first two digits referring to thc district in which the student originally enrolls. Social security
numbers are used on the post-secondary level. An automated permanent student record format has
been established, with specified field lengths, formats, and definitions for 440 data elements. A
state-level committee consisting of community college, university, program and K-12 representa-
tives was formed to determine data definitions.

The actual costs of implementing Florida's system were not available from Florida
personnel interviewed. Among the costs identified were:

9 to 10 million dollars a year for support of the computer network system, the
Florida Information Resource Network (FIRN),

2 million dollars in flow-through implementation funds to districts each yearap-
proximately $1 for each student,

$900,000 for the Department of Education to contrac for data processing, and

$500,000 in processing fees on the community college level.

Over thc seven years of system design and implementation, several problems were
encountered. In addition to thc inability to calculate system costs, the degrees of computer
sophistication between small and large districts posed a problem. Other obstacles included:

difficulty in agreeing on common definitions,

different numbering systems on the K-12 and post-secondary levels,



timely transmission of valid data,

d. ttermining how to capture longitudinal data on-line,

lack of implementation support,

asking too much of districts at one time, and

duplicate assignation of student identification numbers. (22-30,79,84)

Georgia: The state of Georgia has a secondary and post-secondary unified management information
system which was initiated in 1979 and is currently being revised. Approximately 650,000 student
records were tracked each year, using social security numbers on the post-secondary level and
studcnt identification numbers on the K-12 level. Under the old system, tapes of student demo-
graphic and course information were submitted to four regional centers in the state.

A new student information systcm was mandated as part of the Quality Basic Education Act in
1985. The new system will use social security numbers as student identification numbers. The new
student information system will be able to transfer all data between school districts and the state
using the Georgia on-line network. Computer hardware (Wang microcomputers) and software
(OSIRIS) will be specified in the ncw system, although large districts that already have student
information systems in place will bc afforded alternative options.

Starting in 1990, the system will be piloted in ten schools in two school districts. By 1994, the
new system will have been fully implemented on the K-12 level. Plans are being made to extend
the student information system to the post-secondary level.

Under the old system the state legislature appropriated $750,000 a year for the operational
costs of the management information system and follow-up tracking of students. For the three year
pilot, it is estimated that hardware and application/systems software, maintenance, and training
costs alone will be $470,000 for the ten schools. (85)

Common Transcript Projects
Michigan: The Michigan Association of Secondary Principals and Department of Education are
currently worlemg on a project to develop a common transcript. (90)

North Carolina: North Carolina is working on a standard transcript, which will be electronically
transmitted from schools to district offices to an IBM mainframe at the university level. (93)

Electronif_Transfer Qf Studelif Records (State awl Nationa0
Michigan (K-12): In 1987, 12 schools pilot tested an electronic record transfer system basedupon
the migrant record transfer system. Although the legislature appropriated $1 million to implement
the record transfer system, money was never allocated. It was estimated that it would have cost
$7500 per school or .28 per record to implement the designed system. In other projects, the North
Central Accreditation Association is working on a regional system of information exchange. (67,86)

Texas: The Electronic Transcript Network of the Association for Higher Education For Texas, a
private consortium, has been electronically transmitting student transcripts from Texas high schools
to 12 Texas post-secondary schools at a student's behest. The GEIS system is used. A 1988 task force
defined a common data set for submitting student records to colleges and universities. (63)

National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) Interstate Student Records Transfer System
(K-12 and post-secondary): Florida, California, New York, Texas, and Washington schools will
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begin transmitting student records to each other in the fall of 1990 as part of a voluntary pilot effort.
Information will be downloaded to PC's and transmitted via an intentate telecommunications
network called GEIS. Thc process will be reversed at the receiving end. In addition, Florida is
planning to electronically relay common core data elements to NCES.

On thc post-secondary level, a similar pilot will transfer student information between Purdue,
Univergity of Texas, Georgia Statc University, and Queens College. As on the K-12 level, the objective
of this cxcrcisc is to develop common national standards for student records transfer.

Final objectives of thc project arc to translate identffied data elements into American National
Standards Institute formats, complete network specifications, determine governing responsibilities
for thc system, and expand the pilot participation. (79,94)
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APPENDIX E
DATA ELEMENTS OF STATE-LEVEL STUDENT INFORMATION

SYSTEMS

Demographic name, nickname, mailing address, residence address, resident status (county,
Information state, country), sex, ethnicity, date of birth,student identification number,

grade level, birthdate verification, birthplace, social security number, migrant
status

Family language used in home, parent education, parent occupation, parent attitude
Information towards education, number of siblings, marital status, number of dependents,

dependency status

Financial family income, number of dependents, student income, loans, degree of loan
Information indebtedness, grants

Institution institution name, number, address, current enrollment, facility type (residen-
Information tial, correctional, etc), term number, fiscal year, school year, length of

instructional day and year, class size

Course course number, title, flag (honors, remedial,etc), section number, period
Information number, grade, days in term, teacher certificate number of credits earned and

attempted by term and cumulative, GPA, track or major, changcs in major,
basis of admission, unit load, full/part time status,

Completion certificate of completion date and type (regular, special, etc), entry/re-entry
Information (code, date), withdrawal (code, date, reason), expelled from school, high

school of origin, last institution attended, graduation date

Test name, date, subject, form, level, score, score type (raw, percentile, etc), use
Information

Vocational program code, program length, special student characteristics (single parent,
Information disadvantaged), termination codes (completer, leaver, in-school, remain in

.-rogram), other categories (JTPA, apprentice, co-op), hours of instruction,
ility type, competency tests/basic skills

Special Program
Information

handicapped student type, limited English proficiency, learning disabled

Employment length of employment, current occupation, placed in area trained (vocational
Information students), hours per week, availability for employment, job satisfaction, #

months unemployed, hourly wage, hiring level, median annual income,
perception of adequacy of vocational program (guidance, other), relationship
between coursework and actual job experience, preferred employment,
career goals, employer satisfaction

Miscellaneous extracurricular activities, honors/awards, educational goals, degree aspira-
Information tions, skills (test taking, study, higher order thinking, general education),

self-esteem, perception of education experience, subject matter attitude
(math/science), reasons for dropping out, health records (immunization
dates)
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